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ABSTRACT 

A procedure for dimensioning a minimum cost 
transmission network, developed within the 
project COST 201, is presented. The procedure 
takes into account the technique, analogue or 
digital, of transmission media. A constraint 
regarding the minimal availability (end-to-end 
blocking of traffic relations) allowed in case of 
failure is considered. In order to satisfy the 
constraint two protective measures are 
considered: the multirouting of trunk groups and 
the use of stand-by capacities. In addition to 
the description of the procedure the paper 
presents the results obtained by applying the 
procedure to a test network with 77 transmission 
nodes, 47 switching nodes and 200 transmission 
media. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The work presented in this paper is done within 
the project COST 201, which is a cooperation of 
10 European countries with the aim of developing 
computer based planning procedures to ~ptimize 
the dimensioning of telecommunications networks 
(1). In thi s paper only the procedure for 
optimizing the transmission network is described. 
The part regarding the switching network is 
presented in another contribution to this 
congress (2). 

2 PROCEDURE DESCRIPTION 

The task of the procedure is to dimension in an 
optimal way both the in service and the stand-by 
network under an availability constraint. The 
problem to solve is very complex, as two 
protective measures (multirouting and stand-by) 
are considered together. Moreover the 
availablity constraint is the maximal end-to-end 
blocking of traffic relations at each single 
failure. Thus the procedure has to consider both 
the switching and the transmission network as 
well as the mapping between these. In order to 
decrease the complexity a modular approach is 
chosen. 
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Fig 1. Flow chart of the procedure for 
dimensioning the transmission network 

The procedure is composed of three main modules 
(computer programs) performing clearly defined 
tasks (fi g. 1): 

Circuit routing optimization (CRO), which 
performs the routing of trunk groups and 
leased circuit demands in the network, 
according the multi routing input parameters; 

Determination of stand-by requirements (SBR), 
which given the circuit routing as input 
computes the number of 

by stand-by network at /.1 circuits to be protected ~~ 

each failure, in order . 
that the availability \ : 
constraint is not violated; ~~(IT:il 
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Stand-by network optimization (SBO), which 
finds a minimum cost stand-by network 
satisfying the given requirements. 

A fourth module, the Grade-of-service evaluation 
(GOS) is included in the procedure. The task of 
this module is to compute the end-to-end 
blockings in no failure condition, preparing the 
data for SBR. 

3 NETWORK MODEL 

In the procedure both the switching and the 
transmission network are considered. The mapping 
between switching and transmission nodes is given 
by input. 

The transmission network is described as a multi
graph. Each edge of the graph represents a trans
mission medium or the part of it using the same 
analogue or digital technique; so each trans
mission medium is represented by one or a pair of 
edges. In the last case, when a medium is in 
failure condition the corresponding pair of edges 
fails at the same time. 

The procedure can handle a change of technique 
both in the circuit routing and when rerouting in 
the stand-by network. For this purpose each node 
with incident edges of both techniques is doubled 
and the resulting pair connected by one 
additional edge. With this model the cost for the 
transfer of technique of a routing path is 
described by a cost coefficient on the transfer 
edge. 

The failures considered are single failures of 
transmission media. Multiple failures and node 
failures are not contained in the failure model. 

Capacity limits and modularities of transmission 
media are taken into account in the procedure. 

4 CIRCUIT ROUTING OPTIMIZATION (CRO) 

The purpose of the module CRO is to find the 
optimal routing of trunk groups and leased 
circuits in the transmission network. To increase 
the resilience of the network against failures 
trunk groups can be multirouted, i.e. each trunk 
group is given more than one transmission path. 
This is only performed when the cost of it is 
reasonable. Each transmission medium has a 
maximal capacity constraint. In CRO the maximal 
capacity is reduced by an input factor in order 
to always have some remaining capacity for the 
construction of the standby network. 

We have chosen a flow formulation of the problem. 
Thus CRO is to optimize a multicomrnodity flow 
under capacity constraints. This is a rather 
complex problem and it is not considered as 
possible to get an absolute optimum for a 600 
node network within reasonable CPU time. An 
iterative method has been chosen. 
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The capacity constraints are handled by 
Lagrangean relaxation and the problem is 
decomposed into several single commodity mlnlmum 
cost flow subproblems. A feasible solution is 
obtained by iterations where the Lagrange multi
pliers are changed by a subgradient technique. 
This means that if a capacity constraint was 
violated at one iteration this edge will get a 
higher cost coefficient at the next. However this 
alone is not sufficient to produce feasible solu
tions. Therefore also a penalty cost is used. As 
soon as the total flow on an edge has reached the 
capacity limit, this penalty cost is added to the 
edge. The value of the penalty is given by input. 
By using a lower value a more optimal solution 
can be obtained at the cost of more iterations. 

Each subproblem consists of the routing of one 
circuit demand. Multirouting is obtained by use 
of piecewise linear convex cost functions of the 
edges. These are determined by two input para
meter s y and ex. 

cost 

yN N max 
capacity 

flow 

Fig. 2 Cost function of a transmission medium 
used in CRO 

When the flow on a medium of a circuit demand of 
size N is greater than yN the marginal cost is 
increased by ex 1, where 1 is the length of the 
medium. In fig. 2 is also indicated the penalty 
cost for violating the capacity constraint. With 
these cost functions the circuit demands will be 
routed on disjoint paths when this can be done at 
a low additional cost. Also partly disjoint paths 
can be found. 

Any algorithm for finding the minimum cost flow 
in a capacitated network can be generalized to 
handle convex piecewise linear cost functions. We 
have selected a shortest augmenting path techniq
ue described in (3) as suitable for our problem. 
With this technique it is necessary to use a 
shortest path algorithm a 
few times for each circuit 
demand. Since this is the 
innermost loop of CRO an 
efficient algorithm is 
needed. There is in the 
literature a discussion 
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whether a label-correcting or a label-setting is 
the most efficient to find a shortest path tree. 
In (4) it is reported that for a large sparse 
graph a label-correcting algorithm seems 
preferable. Both the algorithms Cl and C2 in that 
paper have been tested without any significant 
difference in CPU-time for the medium size test 
network. Since only the shortest path between two 
given nodes is needed a stopping criterion is 
added. 

When a transmission medium can be used by both 
analogue and digital techniques, it is 
represented by two edges. In this case the convex 
cost function is applied to the sum of the flow 
on the edges. If a circuit demand uses both these 
edges it can occur that it will not be routed at 
the absolute minimal cost. It is estimated that 
this deflection will have no relevance to the 
total cost. 

CRO takes account of the transmission modu1arity. 
By input are given one module size for analogue 
edges and one for digital. No through-connection 
are allowed below these levels. After the routing 
of a circuit demand the number of modules used is 
calculated for each path. 

Find the minimum 
cost flow of one 
circuit demand 

Generate and output 
the routing of the 
affected trunk groups 

All circuit 
demands routed? 

Calculate 
subgradient Solution 

feasible? 

Fig. 3 Flowchart of circuit routing module. 
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5 GRADE-OF-SERVICE EVALUATION MODULE AND 
EQUIVALENT TRUNK GROUP APPROACH 

In large networks it would require very long 
computer times to calculate all end-to-end 
b10ckings in each failure state. Therefore the 
computations are performed in a simplified 
heuristic way based on substituting each traffic 
route by an equivalent trunk group. In no failure 
condition the trunk group equivalent to route k 
has a number of circuits Qko which carry the 
actual traffic carried by the route. 

When a failure occurs the reduction in terms of 
equivalent circuits of the route is assumed to be 
in the same proportion as the reduction of actual 
circuits of the "worst" trunk group used in the 
route. So the number of equivalent circuits of 
route k in failure f is: 

where Nto is the capacity of trunk group t in 
normal condition and Ntf the capacity of the same 
trunk group in failure f. 

The end-to-end blocking of a traffic relation is 
computed as the loss probability of an equivalent 
trunk group whose capacity is the sum of 
capacities of trunk groups equivalent to the 
routes used by the relation. Obviously in no 
failure condition the end-to-end b10ckings are 
exact. In a failure state the method gives 
usually rather accurate results and reduces the 
computer time. 

The task of module GOS is to compute end-to-end 
b10ckings in no failure condition and to derive 
from these the capacities of the equivalent trunk 
groups (5). The b10ckings are obtained with the 
method described in (6). 

6 STAND-BY-REQUIREMENTS MODULE 

ITC-IO 

The module SBR computes, for each single failure 
of the transmission media, the number of circuits 
to be protected by the stand-by network in order 
to satisfy the availability constraints. This 
constraint concerns the maximal end-to-end 
blocking in failure conditions. 

The stand-by requirements are computed according 
to the criterion of minimizing the global number 
of circuits (~Nf) to be protected in each failure 
( 5). 
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CIRCUIT 
ROUTINGS 

EQUIVALENT 
CIRCUITS 

COMPUTATION OF ~Ntrf 

STAND-BY REQUIREMENTS 

Fig 4. Flow chart of stand-by requirements 
modu1 e. 

Input data are the circuit routing (coming from 
CRO) and the equivalent circuits (from GOS). The 
flow chart of the module is shown in fig. 4. The 
following symbols are used: 
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number of equivalent circuits for relation 
r in failure f 

Or minimal number of equivalent circuits 
required in relation r for satisfying the 
availability constraint 

~Ntrf number of circuits of trunk group t to be 
protected by the stand-by network in 
failure f, for relation r 

~Ntf stand-by requirements for trunk group t 
and failure f 

stand-by requirements for failure f. 

7 STAND-BY NETWORK OPTIMIZATION MODULE (SBO) 

The purpose of SBO is to dimension a minimum cost 
stand-by network meeting given rerouting require
ments established with respect to all possible 
single failures of media and taking into account 
both switched and leased circuits. 

As SBO concerns long range planning of the net
work some assumptions have been made. In 
par ti cu1 ar : 

a. rerouting flows on the stand-by network 
partially or totally restore the normal 
failed capacity between the extremes of the 
failed transmission medium. 

b. the stand-by network is considered fully 
rearrangeab1e, i.e. the maximum rerouting 
flow between each pair of nodes depends only 
on the structure of the network and on the 
stand-by capacities of the edges. 

In SBO (see fig. 5) stand-by capacities are 
increased step-by-step in order to reduce the 
total unfeasibi1ity of requirements contained in 
a 1 i st L. 

During the process each rerouting requirement is 
subdivided into modules. At each iteration a 
given number of modules belonging to the same 
requirement (a parcel) are routed at minimum cost 
considering the current stand-by network. After 
the routing, the capacities of the network are 
duly adjusted to make the flow feasible. 

The order of the minimum cost routing problems is 
generated according to the requirement and the 
parcel size. Two loops are iteratively performed. 
In the inner loop the parcels with the same size 
of all the requirements are 
routed one after the other. 
In the external loop the 
size of the parcel is 
increased until all the 
requirements are completely 
satisfied. 
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Fig. 5 Flowchart of stand-by optimization 

The procedure converges after a finite number of 
iterations depending on the requirement values 
and the used module size. This can be set either 
to a given value for all the requirements or 
expressed as a percentage of the current require
ment value (if greater than a minimum fixed 
threshold). The module size affects both the 
total run time required and the optimality of the 
obtained solution. The adopted technique has been 
derived from exact iterative methods based on 
decomposition by relaxing some subset of 
constraints (7). 

With these methods the sequence of solutions 
generated during the iterative process does not 
satisfy the dominance condition, i.e. the 
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stand-by capacity of each edge is not necessarily 
an increasing function. Nevertheless normally no 
significant variations of the final cost occur if 
the dominance condition is used as an additional 
constraint. In fact the dominance condition 
allows the expansion of stand-by capacities with
out time waste by cost savings during the initial 
phase, when these should not be effective due to 
relaxation of constraints. 

Even with this simplification, stand-by 
capacities can be expanded according to different 
criteria. In order to choose a suitable method 
different types of procedures have been 
considered and tested on networks of different 
sizes (8). 

Results have shown that the adopted procedure is 
a suitable solution in terms of accuracy and 
computer time. 

8 TEST RESULTS 

To properly test TNOP-1 a medium size test net
work having 77 transmission nodes and 200 media 
has been adopted. This is based on an existing 
national telephone network. Some characteristics 
of the test network are given in the table. 

Hierarchical levels 
No of the switching nodes 
No of trunk groups 
Mean value of trunk group size 
Mean value of EEB (no failure) 
No of the transmission nodes 
Total number of media 

3 
47 

181 
117 

0.01 
77 

200 

Table Characteristics of the Test Network. 

For testing purposes the following aspects have 
been checked: 

1. The relationship between multirouting para
meters and network cost and quality of 
service (without stand-by) 

2. The relationship between ~ (maximum allowed 
value of EEB in failure condition) and the 
stand-by network cost for given routings of 
tr unk gr oups 

3. The relationship between B and the network 
total cost 

The setting of multirouting parameters a and y 
have a great importance when searching for an 
optimal solution and different strategies can be 
adopted to set these parameters. 

A value of a = 20 is high 
enough to generally prevent 
a trunk group from being 
routed with the number of 
circuits on the same medium 
above the threshold defined 
by y. 
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I n fact the total flow over the thr esho 1 d 
increases only for laN value of y with a = 20. 
This implies that the routing cost increases 
quickly for laN y, as it can be observed in the 
fig. 6. From this figure can be seen that the 
routing cost increases about 20 % if y is changed 
fr om y = 1 to y = 0.5. 

In the fig. 6 the variations of the mean value of 
max EEB in failure (max Bfr) with respect to y 

are also reported. Three intervals of y can be 
distinguished: 

the interval defined by y ( 0.4 which is 
characterized by high variations of the 
routing cost i~espondence of small 
reductions of max Bfr 

the interval defined by 0.8 ( Y ( 1 where the 
highest reduction of max Bfr can be achieved 
with the lowest increase of the routing cost 

the interval defined by 0.4 ( Y ( 0.8 where 
an intermediate situation exists. 

The total amount of standby requirements as a 
function of y for three different levels of ~ is 
shown in the fig. 7. For each failure the stand
by requirement is weighted by the length of the 
transmission medium. 

The stand-by cost as a function of B is shown in 
the fig. 8 for different values of y. It can be 
noted that the cost increases quickly when B is 
bel aN 0.1. 

The relationship between quality of service and 
total cost (variable routing) can be now 
considered. This relationship is shown for a = 20 
in the fig. 9. The optimal choi ce of y for each 
value of B and the corresponding minimum total 
costs are reported in fig. 10. The optimal y is 
always greater than 0.4. 

Also the influence on the total cost of changing 
a has been examined. Generally this gave only a 
small change of the cost. 

9 CONCLUSIONS 

Some results concerning the transmission network 
optimization procedure have been reported in the 
previous paragraphs. In particular the following 
aspects have been examined: 

The cost of protecting the network either by 
multirouting the requirements or by providing 
a dedicated stand-by network under 
availability constraints. 

The combination of different protective 
measures in order to get a network with 
reduced cost . 
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Although only two parameters were used for 
adjusting the amount of multirouting, an optimal 
balance of protection measures could be found. 
Only for the two extreme values of B the best 
solution was to avoid multirouting. The obtained 
optimal values of the parameters are naturally 
dependent on the network tested. However it has 
been proved that the procedure is a useful tool 
for analysing protection strategies in a network. 

The procedure described in this report is not the 
final version. This is to include two additional 
modules performing the optimization of the net
work structure and the automatic balancing of 
different protective measures. These modules were 
not available when the test runs were made. 
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Q.l (A. Guerrero) 

In your paper you have presented two preventive measure~ to 
improve network availability, curcuit routing and stand-by 
network. The cost of that availability may b~ very high. Could 
other methods such . as network management be used to improve : ~ ,'. 
network availability? Is network manage~ent implicitly 
assumed in your hypothesis such as network rearrangability? 

A.l (P. Lindberg: ~et. al.) 

Cost 201 concerns long-range planning of la~ge networks. 

The procedure takes into account both costs and service availability 
constraints either in normal or · abno I:1ma 1 conditions due to 
failures and to changed traffic distributions • 

The protection mea~ures cons~dered in Cost 201 global procedure 
are: 
Alternative routing; - overdimensioning of trunk groups 
Network Structure connectivity; - Multirouting of circuit 
demands; - Rerouting through a stand-by network in case of failure 

The class of failures which are mainly referred to are the i. 

interruptions of high capacity transmission media. 

Network Management is not considered as a protection measure 
basically for two reasons: 

a) Cost 201 concerns planning of future target network, more than 
optimizing the exploitation or inproving quality of service of 
an existing network. 

b) Network Management seems to be effective as an additional 
protection measure mainly for small size failures and local 
overloads in the network. 


